
The Ultimate Guide: How to Wash Hey Dudes 

Shoes 

Hey Dudes shoes have become a popular choice for those seeking comfort and style in their 

footwear. However, with the wear and tear of daily use, it's essential to know the proper way to 

keep your Hey Dudes clean and fresh. In this comprehensive guide, we'll explore the best 

practices for cleaning and maintaining your How to wash hey dudes, ensuring they stay in top-

notch condition. 

Understanding Hey Dudes Materials 

Before diving into the washing process, it's crucial to understand the materials used in Hey 

Dudes shoes. Many Hey Dudes are made with lightweight and breathable fabrics, such as canvas 

and knit. Some styles also feature leather or suede elements. Knowing the materials will help you 

choose the right cleaning methods to preserve the integrity of your shoes. 
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Gathering Supplies 

To wash Hey Dudes effectively, you'll need a few basic supplies: 

 Mild Detergent: Opt for a gentle, mild detergent to avoid damaging the materials of your 

Hey Dudes. 

 Soft Brush: A soft-bristled brush or an old toothbrush can be used to scrub away dirt and 

stains without causing abrasion. 

 Cold Water: Stick to cold water to prevent colors from bleeding and to protect the 

structure of your shoes. 

 Microfiber Cloth: A soft, lint-free cloth can be handy for wiping down your Hey Dudes 

and drying them gently. 

Step-by-Step Washing Guide 

1. Remove Insoles and Laces: 

Start by removing the insoles and laces from your Hey Dudes. This allows for a more thorough 

cleaning and ensures that every part of the shoe is addressed. 

2. Shake Off Excess Dirt: 

Give your Hey Dudes a good shake to remove loose dirt and debris. This simple step helps 

prevent scratching or damaging the fabric during the washing process. 

3. Spot Cleaning: 

If there are specific stains or areas with stubborn dirt, use a soft brush or toothbrush to spot clean. 

Dampen the brush with a mixture of cold water and a small amount of mild detergent, then 

gently scrub the stained areas. 

4. Hand Wash or Machine Wash: 

Depending on the material, you can either hand wash or machine wash your Hey Dudes. For 

canvas or knit styles, a gentle machine wash in a mesh laundry bag is usually safe. However, 

leather or suede Hey Dudes are best hand washed to prevent damage. 

● Hand Washing: Fill a basin with cold water and add a small amount of mild detergent. 

Gently scrub the shoes with a soft brush or cloth. Rinse thoroughly and allow them to air 

dry. 



● Machine Washing: Place your Hey Dudes in a mesh laundry bag to protect them during 

the wash cycle. Use cold water and a gentle cycle. Once the cycle is complete, remove 

them promptly to air dry. 

5. Drying: 

Air drying is the safest method for Hey Dudes. Stuff the shoes with newspaper or paper towels to 

help them retain their shape. Avoid exposing them to direct sunlight or using high heat sources, 

as this can cause the materials to warp or fade. 

6. Reassemble: 

Once your Hey Dudes are completely dry, reinsert the insoles and relace your shoes. They are 

now ready to hit the streets looking fresh and clean. 

Additional Tips for Hey Dudes Care 

● Regular Maintenance: To extend the life of your Hey Dudes, perform routine spot 

cleaning and remove dirt promptly after wear. 

● Weather Protection: Consider applying a water repellent spray for added protection, 

especially for suede or leather styles. 

● Rotation: If possible, rotate between multiple pairs of Hey Dudes to reduce wear on any 

single pair. 

● Avoid Harsh Chemicals: When cleaning, stick to mild detergents and avoid using harsh 

chemicals that can damage the materials. 

By following these steps and incorporating these tips into your Hey Dudes care routine, you can 

ensure that your favorite pair stays in excellent condition for a long time. Proper maintenance not 

only keeps your shoes looking great but also contributes to the longevity of this popular footwear 

choice. 
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